Visit in Vienna (15 to 19 June 2015)
Workshop 16 June 2015 at the ITA Office
Presentation of the IDEA-USACH research unit of energy, society and sustainability and interest in
research themes developed in ITA.
Michael acknowledged interest in practical approaches and the importance of the notion of
community energy in Austria twenty five years ago. Now authorities have recognized themes such
as smart cities and urban challenges.
Reading and Coordination of REDES Project Deliverables
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Presentation of the first draft of working paper “Light and Shadows for Isolated Energy
Communities,” which presents a comparative approach between Chile and Europe on a
multi-level perspective. Some particularities of Patagonia were highlighted.
A negative sense of isolation terms was initially considered. Michael asked to change or
perhaps avoid some adjectives for the Energy Community. He proposed to use a general
notion of Energy Community. Some replaced words were: autonomy, independency,
autarchy, etc. We compared some difference with the Chilean language.
We presented the nonprofit interests in some localities of Patagonia, due to their remote
geographical location and sparse population far away from the center. We considered
weak public policies for local development in these areas. National policies are not so
efficient in this remote zone, which are, in some ways, considered abandoned and
forgotten places of the National State.
Michael recognized that in the beginning, these kinds of projects were marginal and small
in numbers. He recognized their growth in many countries. Güssing would act as an
example of a very remote place that decided, early on, to improve its economic situation
taking the path of energy autonomy.
The high percentage of renewable energy inclusion in Chile over the last years carry good
expectations for this kind of project in a sector that is not a direct interest of large
electricity generation companies.
Resistances as a resource of innovation. There are many cases in Europe. Part of a
resistant community against some energy project turned their attention to energy
proposals. They started at very marginally and then their institution supported them.
Austria’s federal political configuration has important capacities that are delegated to
regions and municipalities. Austria, as a subsidiary state, gives people, groups and
communities money in cash to finance the construction of this kind of communitarian
projects.
Austria, like Patagonia, has a similar energy background centered on forest biomass.
Important sources of innovation are thinking about insulation and efficiency in wood
burning in Patagonia. This is an interesting challenge for engineers and design schools to
develop with locals.

•

Some energy and cooperatives initiatives have started in Patagonia.

The ITA Library. From left to right: Cristian Parker, Michael Nentwich, Gloria Baigorrotegui,
Michael Ornetzeder.

View from ITA’s terrace, Vienna.

Meeting on Climate Alliance with Peter Molnar
Wednesday 17 June
Introductions and Presentations
Climate Alliance is an Association of more than 1700 cities, municipalities and district that joined
the “Climate Alliance of European Cities with Indigenous Rainforest Peoples.” They are committed
to reducing their impacts locally.
Since 1993, member municipalities in Austria have been working closely with the Federation of
Indigenous Organizations of the Rio Negro (Federação das Organizações Indígenas do Rio Negro,
FOIRN) and supported several indigenous communities along the upper Rio Negro in the northwest of Brazil. They collaborate with regions in Colombia and Senegal.
Members of municipalities work to reach solutions in local climate strategies, energy (Renewable
energy sources), urban planning, energy, transport (e-mobility center), waste management, and
CO2 emissions reduction.

Figure: Home page of www.climate alliance.org
Large and small enterprises have collaborated in school programs to develop activities improving
knowledge on climate change (300 activities per year) in school communities. Training courses also
include the participation of Mayors (Majors?)

Figure: In climate alliance meeting. Michael Ornetzeder, Cristian Parker, Peter Molner.

Much work has been done regarding the energy communities, such as the notions of Energy
Autonomy and Energy Autarky. We discussed these notions, which are mobilized by this
Association.
Peter Molner showed us three examples of Energy Independent Communities, and Energy Autarky
communities, particularly in energy and heating. There was also a good Austrian example of a grid
autarkic municipality.
After comparing some aspects of Chilean policy institutions, Peter recognized the importance of
municipalities transforming the energy matrix and local development in Austria.

Visit to Güssing
Thursday 18 June.
Fieldtrip to Güssing that took us about 3 hr. by car
Güssing, in the literature, is considered a prominent case of bioenergy contribution to regional
development. Güssing covers an area of 49.31 Km2 and has 3.902 inhabitants, thus having a
population density of 79 inhabitants per square kilometer. Declared “Austria’s first energy autarkic
town”... Güssing had long suffered from isolation due to its proximity to communist Eastern
Europe…The town council adopted a new energy concept in 1990, aiming at 100 per cent

abandonment of fossil energy use for heating, power generation and transport fuels. (Plienniger et
al., 2008: 155).

Figure: Welcome Material of the European Center for Renewable Energy (EEE in German) Güssing.

Figure: Front of the European Center for Renewable Energy building (EEE in German) in Güssing
During the presentation, the speaker explained us how much sun radiation is needed for nature to
recover our daily fossil fuel consumption: “In 1 day we consume so much carbon from these
materials that Nature needs 500 thousand days to do the assimilation.”
After the speaker coordinated the visit, he briefly presented the history of Güssing that was part of
the Hungarian kingdom. The population of the district was agrarian and after the World War II,
Güssing suffered a different kind of separation: a spatial one, where the agriculture population
was apart from the urban zone and Hungarian services, which used to be inhabited by Hungarian
or Croatian speaking farmers, were now located in Austria using the German language (the was a
referendum to decide to maintain Güssing in Austrian territory, too). However, more of this spatial
and cultural separation influenced the economic unsustainability of great part of small farms in
Güssing. In 1985 it was declared the poorest Austrian district. With the initiative of the Major of
that time, the regional institution of development and the ministry of agriculture decided to
recover the energy loss of every household of Güssing. In the mid eighties they recognized that:
“We have to buy a lot of energy and we don’t produce this energy in our own area. We lost all of
this money, outside of our region. This was the result of the investigation.”
The main argument was: “We can produce in our own area, with our professionals, our own
energy producers, and sell this energy, heating and energy our fuel, to our customers, and our
industries. “ This vision was voted in assembly in 1992 to follow this plan step by step.
The presenter shows the economic benefits in figures, from that time until now in central heating
systems, household insulation, electricity demand efficiency, electricity production, among others.
In alliance with the Vienna University of Technology research, the agriculture school of Güssing

and the association of burgenländischer Waldverband, with around 5.200 members, signed long
terms contracts to sell wood remains of processed products (e.g. dried chips coming from low
quality wood processes).
Currently, the main challenge is to reach mobility autarky by 2020, because electricity and heating
is independence is solved.
They produce 60 ton of wood dust per day to produce 2 MW from central heating plant and
bioenergy power plant. They combine the PV electricity production in summer time.
One of the main research results was that new research is being done to produce biodiesel for
mobility. In a biological imitation they produced fuel with high percentage of methane. There is a
reduction of an amount of a ton of CO2 produced in the region (37.000 ton CO2 in 1996 to 22.000
ton CO2 today).
The presenter reminded the visitors that services energy balances calculations, and the
presentation of energy solutions for communities is available in the center for all the cities that
request it. He highlighted that is easy to reach good results. 80 communities are following this
model.
For more information, visit: http://www.eee-info.net/cms/EN/

Figure. Exhibitor in Güssing Center

Figure: European Energy Smart Cities Delegation Visiting Güssing Center

Figure: Delegates taking notes at the presentation of the Güssing center on renewable energy

Figure: Transport of delegation and visitors to biogas electricity power plant.

Figure. Presenter showing the plantation (1 ha) of food biogas electricity power plant.

Figure: Organic material classified for food biomass biogas electricity plant

Figure: walking around biodigestor, part of biogas electricity plant.

Figure: General electric engine generating electricity

Figure: Recollection sector of classified organic rests from biogas electricity power plant.

Figure: lagoon with remains that after dried is collected for farmer and are used as fertilizer.

Figure: General schema of biogas power plant system Güssing.

(last video)
Video: Here is explained the amount of
Pre-last video

Last Coordination Meeting on Friday in the ITA Library.

